Invitation to Join UTS-Online
Ki Hoon Kim and Richard Buessing
October 2, 2017
Dear Brothers and Sisters,
A new and exciting era has arrived at UTS with the unveiling of two online courses set to debut on
October 16. This gives anyone who is unable to attend classes at a UTS campus in New York the
opportunity to take full advantage of UTS education no matter where you live or work. UTS-Online
enables you to fit graduate-level study into your own schedule, engaging with our faculty and fellow
students from around the world.
Our True Parents have long been great believers in online education. Twenty years ago, True Father
predicted that the Internet would transform education worldwide. FFWPU has been strongly encouraging
UTS to develop online distance learning programs for its American leadership and for the global
movement, as a way for America to serve the world. Now, we are pleased to support the Seminary’s
online launch.
For the first time, people worldwide will have the opportunity to interact remotely, from the comfort of
their own homes and offices, with the profound thinking of knowledgeable and outstanding Unification
scholars about Unification related subjects.
Two graduate level courses, “Divine Principle in Depth,” and “Unification Apologetics in Practical
Contexts,” will be taught online during the Fall 2017 semester by two distinguished UTS professors, Dr.
Andrew Wilson and Dr. Tyler Hendricks respectively. Dr. Wilson, the editor of World Scripture and one
of the English editors of Exposition of the Divine Principle, will offer an advanced course on the
Principle, equipping students with the analytical tools they need to deal with diverse opinions and faith
styles. Dr. Hendricks, former President of HSA-UWC, UTS and founder of “True Parents Way,” will
introduce students to the discipline of apologetics, helping them understand the background of people’s
doubts, criticisms and accusations and how to share historically-based, Principled responses, both
personally and publicly, and the heart with which to do so.
More information about the UTS e-learning initiative, how to apply, and details as to generous
scholarship support can be found at uts,edu/online.
We will be supporting UTS Online as Seminary trustees, and also in my case, Rev. Richard Buessing, as
a UTS student. We look forward to meeting you online!
Sincerely,

Dr. Ki Hoon Kim
Regional Chairman

Rev. Richard Buessing
President

